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          Payment orchestration platform        

        
          Corefy is a universal feature-rich payment hub for online businesses and payment institutions. We integrate payment providers and acquirers all around the world to bring a unified communication, control, and management interface.        
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          Global coverage        

        
          
            We've been working only with reliable companies around the world for many years. Be sure you'll find the right solution for your location with our payment orchestration platform.          
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      Discover your company’s payment maturity level    

    
      Take this quick 7-question quiz to determine your company's payment maturity level and receive tailored recommendations. It will take you less than 2 minutes.    

  

  
    

  



  
      
        
          Client stories        

        
					See which challenges businesses solve and which results they achieve with Corefy's payment platform and expertise. We’re excited to dive into your case!        
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                Industry              

              
                Gambling              

            

            
              
                Target geo              

              
                International              

            

            
              Discover how we helped an international gambling and betting company expand its operations and optimise conversion rates across diverse geographical locations.            
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              Find out how we helped Spoynt to launch and develop into a competitive payment service provider, supporting dozens of payment methods and currencies worldwide.            
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              See how one of the leading forex trading platforms leveraged Corefy to overcome its payment processing challenges in various regions and streamline operations.            
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                Vladislav              

              
                Czech Republic              
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          22 Jun, 2022        

      

      
        
          Pleasant cooperation & assistance        

        
          We have been fruitfully cooperating with Corefy for 1.5 years now.
Thanks to the professional team, we launched very quickly and had our first live transactions in less than three weeks.
From the moment we signed up until now, we’ve had a pleasant interaction with the team. They’re ready to help anytime, with any question. Also, they helped a lot with setup and onboarding at the initial stages.
Last but not least, the payment page they developed for us is just perfect.
We’re glad to have Corefy as a partner!        

        
          Continue reading        
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                Arif Akhmedzade              

              
                Ukraine              
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          Corefy is more than just a partner        

        
          I know Corefy for more than 5 years and during this time we come more than partners. 
The team is professional. They give great support and provide with all necessary information from the first day of work. I remember our onboarding period. It was great, everything was clear.
The product is made by real professionals who do understand fintech deeply. They have done a great product that updates and becomes better at every update.
Also, they do listen to their customers and provide really necessary functions.        

        
          Continue reading        
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                Sam Kaploushenko              

              
                United Arab Emirates              
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          Pleasant cooperation & assistance        

        
          It’s been over two years of our collaboration with Corefy. 
During this time, we’ve connected dozens of various integrations and solutions, brought to life some joint projects. Namely, Corefy was our technical partner in the launch of UAX.
I’d say, today, our companies are much more than partners, and our close business relations are mutually beneficial.
It’s worth mentioning that our payment traffic has multiplied several times since we started with the platform, and it easily fulfils our needs as we scale and enter new geographies.        

        
          Continue reading        
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                Ronnie Beernaert              

              
                Netherlands              
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          Great support from a great team        

        
          It is really a pleasure to work with the Corefy team.
They are always available to give a helping hand when it is needed.
Fast response times and knowledgeable people are always there to advise and to help you to move forward with your projects.times since we started with the platform, and it easily fulfils our needs as we scale and enter new geographies.        

        
          Continue reading        
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                Olga Malinochka              

              
                Ukraine              
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          Good partnership since 2018        

        
          We have been working with Corefy since October 2018. We are very thankful, that we got acquainted with a really strong partner, which has a high level of expertise in the fintech field, development, and other IT tools for payouts. Since that time we have been connected to 8 PSPs and more than 15 payout methods - so, everything that we needed - is extremely covered by Corefy.
What is also not least, that all the questions we have, are fastly resolved with our Account Manager and we can make a conclusion that communication is on a high level of responsibility and trust.
Now we can wish only prosperity, joy, and reaching new tops and successes to new beginnings!        

        
          Continue reading        

      

    

  




  
		
			
        
          Your business needs in the spotlight        

        
					Get the optimal payment setup for your industry to ensure better payment experience for you customers and win over competitors.        
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          Full payment stack        

        
          
                        Our payment orchestration platform brings together everything required to build websites and apps that accept payments and send payouts globally.
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                Payout methods              

              
                Make payouts using any tool of your choice              
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                Security & Compliance              

              
                The highest standards of payment security              

            

          
        

        
          
        

        
          
        

        
          
        

        
          
        

        
          
        

      

    

  


  
    
      
        
          
            What are payment orchestration platforms?          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    A payment orchestration platform or a                    
                      payment gateway                    
                    is a software solution that allows businesses to                    
                      accept payments, make payouts, and tackle other financial management procedures. 
                  

                  
                    In other words, payment gateways provide a set of smart tools and features that allow businesses to monitor, manage, and analyse their incoming and outgoing transactions.                  

                

              

            

          

        

        
          
            How does payment orchestration work?          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    In the matter of its main functions, payment orchestration platform resembles a digital equivalent of a                    
                      POS system                    
                    in a brick-and-mortar shop – it also transmits payers’ data to a payment processor. But the additional capabilities of payment orchestration allow business owners to get rid of the technical burden, strengthen the internal financial control and payment discipline of the company, and increase the transparency of operations.                  

                  
                    
                      Transaction processing                    
                    usually lasts just a few moments and may seem to be quite straightforward. But in reality, it’s a complex process that involves several players. Payment gateways are intended to connect all the dots between them and streamline their interaction. As a result of the                    
                      payment gateway work                    
                    , each transaction is sent to the best payment service provider to be processed in the most cost-efficient way.                  

                

              

            

          

        

        
          
            What can a payment orchestration platform do for you?          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    Using a payment orchestration platform, businesses get a range of benefits:                  

                  	
                      Ultimate control over all transactions                    
	
                      Ability to customise their checkout to the brand’s look and feel                    
	
                      Multiple payment options to offer to their customers                    
	
                      Support of                      
                        multicurrency payments                      
                    
	
                      Secure online payment processing                    


                  
                    A smooth users’ payment experience matters a lot for                    
                      conversion rates                    
                    . And the lion’s share of responsibility for this lies on payment gateways. They ensure that most transactions will be successfully processed and the number of abandoned carts will decrease. Furthermore, by offering your clients a user-friendly payment page with a branded look and feel and a proper choice of different payment options, you increase their loyalty. Payment gateways help your business to securely process payments and payouts, routing them to the most relevant payment service provider.                  

                

              

            

          

        

        
          
            Why choose Corefy’s payment orchestration platform?          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    Corefy’s payment orchestration platform is software for online businesses and payment institutions that aim to streamline their payments and payouts and adjust their payment process management. By integrating one payment gateway, companies get all the necessary tools to accept payments,                    
                      make payouts                    
                    , and manage all transactions efficiently in one place.                  
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            Corefy is a universal feature-rich payment orchestration platform for online businesses and payment institutions. We integrate payment providers and acquirers all around the world to bring a unified communication, control, and management interface.          
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                We're a part of Visa Third Party Agent (TPA) program.              
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                We're a part of Mastercard Registration Program (MRP).              
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                Having successfully passed the independent audit and assessment, we received the certificate of PCI DSS version 3.2.1 compliance.               
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                When processing our clients' data, we strictly adhere to the data protection principles of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). We believe that the protection of our clients' and their end-users' data is fundamental to our mission — helping build a better internet.              
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                Our payment platform runs entirely on Amazon Web Services (AWS), a secure cloud services platform that offers computing power, database storage, and other functionality helping us scale and grow.              
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                Cloudflare helps us mitigate DDoS attacks of all forms and sizes and enhances the security of our platform.              
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                Corefy is Google Pay's certified participating processor.              
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                We’ve implemented the Apple Pay token decrypt service.              
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